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Abstract. Automation can cause problems with ‘the human factor’. One 
approach is to make automation become a team player. A team player agrees on 
a common ground, they show intention, they show reasoning, express their 
limits of performance and so on. This approach has been applied to adaptive 
driver information in the present study. Ten experts on different in-vehicle 
systems were interviewed. The experts found the team play approach both 
challenging and interesting. However, the experts also found a difficulty in 
combining the increased visual workload required to "be a team player" with 
car driving, that is already visually, manually and cognitively challenging. The 
experts believed that the approach described by the researchers rather described 
agents before they become team players than being team players. What is 
needed is "teambuilding"; the solution suggested is a compromise and could be 
described as a separate view for the above mentioned information.  

1   Introduction 

Whether we like it or not a lot of new information is available for the driver and there is 
more to come when cars become connected to the internet or other infrastructural 
networks. Car to car information, Car to infrastructure, as well as in-car information 
coming from new sources such as radars, sensors etc will most likely invade cars. The 
reasons for this may be to improve safety, environmental friendliness, transport efficiency 
and perhaps also because drivers just like the information [3]. However, it is not 
reasonable to show all the information from these gadgets or functions simultaneously due 
to visual and cognitive workload. Therefore, some car manufacturers (e.g. Volvo Cars) 
have introduced workload managers. So far these have been limited to reducing workload 
by blocking information to the driver in critical situations. The next step will most likely 
not only block information but also provide situation adapted information. For instance, do 
we really need the speedometer in the garage? Maybe a 360 degree camera would be more 
helpful there and, of course, vice versa on the highway. In many ways it could then be said 
that the car works as an agent or an automatic system that controls the information flow. In 
the extreme, the whole driving task may be automated [12]. 

Automation is very well investigated. When introducing automation one reason is 
often to reduce workload. However, capitalizing on some strength of automation does 
not replace a human weakness. It creates new human strengths and weaknesses—
often in unanticipated ways [1] Stanton & Young [11] discuss driving automation and 
raise issues such as trust, mental workload, locus of control, driver stress and mental 
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representation. Norman [8] expresses that technological artifacts can enhance human 
expertise or degrade it, "make us smart" or "make us dumb". 

It is therefore obvious that introducing automation can cause problems but what do 
we do about it? One way of getting away from at least some of the automation 
induced problems is to make automation become a friend. Dekker [5] concludes that 
system developers should abandon the traditional "who does what" question of 
function allocation. Instead, the more pressing question today is how to make humans 
and automation get along together. Parasuraman et al. [9] doesn't agree with much of 
the content in Dekker [5] but points out that he sees some value in their team play 
approach. Woods [13] raises several questions about automation in cockpits for 
aircrafts. What should we learn from the problems? Do they represent over-
automation or human error? Or perhaps there is a third possibility; they represent 
coordination breakdowns between operators and the automation? Instead of reducing 
automation or designing mainly to reduce errors it is suggested that it is possible to 
tame complexity of a system by making the automation act as a team player. Young et 
al. [14] suggest that a blend throughout the driving subtasks may prove most efficient 
and that we are thinking in terms of shared authority, rather than either human or 
technological authority. Sarter [10] consider supervisory control of automated 
resources as a cooperative or distributed multi-agent architecture. One cooperative 
agent concept, "management by consent," requires that the human members of the 
team agree to changes in target or mode of control before they are activated. This 
cooperative architecture could help the people in the system to stay involved and 
informed about the activities of their automated partners.  

In summary, when designing a joint system for a complex, dynamic, open 
environment, where the consequences of poor performance by the joint system are 
potentially grave, the need to shape the machine agents into team players is critical [2]  

All of this sounds reasonable. However, the big problem is how do we create car 
systems that act as team players?  

Klein et al. [7] outline ten challenges for making automation components into 
effective "team players" when they interact with people in significant ways: 1) To be 
a team player, an agent must fulfill the requirements of a Basic Compact to engage in 
common grounding activities. 2) To be an effective team player, agents must be able 
to adequately model the other participants’ intents and actions vis-à-vis the state and 
evolution of the joint activity. 3) Human-agent team members must be inter-
predictable i.e. be able to observe and correctly predict future behavior of teammates. 
4) Agents must be directable. 5) Agents must be able to make pertinent aspects of 
their status and intentions obvious to their teammates. 6) Agents must be able to 
observe and interpret pertinent signals of status and intentions. 7) Agents must be able 
to engage in goal negotiation. 8) Planning and autonomy support technologies must 
enable a collaborative approach. 9) Agents must be able to participate in the 
management of attention and finally 10) Controlling the costs of coordinated activity. 

Christoffersen and Woods [2] conclude that observability and directability are the 
keys to fostering a cooperative relationship between the human and machine agents in 
any joint system.  

Summarizing the ten research challenges by Klein [7] and the other researchers’ 
statements about how to make an agent become a team player and also adding a time 
line may look like table 1. 
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Table 1. Behavior as a team player 

Before: Share common goals, Show intention, Share representation of the problem 
state, Directable, Negotiable, Being observable, Observe humans, Negotiable 
levels of authority, Future oriented 

During 
action: 

Being gentle, Not overloading, Not clumsy, What is it doing?, Negotiate, Show 
its limits of performance, Share representation of the activity 

After: Explain why action, Feedback, Why did it do this? Observability (including 
things being observed, observer, context), Change behavior after negotiation, 
Give humans feedback. 

1.1   Purpose 

The purpose of this study was to create a starting point for making automation 
become a team player in a driver information context using the research about how to 
become a team player. The study should also serve as way to highlight important 
questions when automating information flow in the vehicle. 

2   Method 

2.1   Participants 

Two female and eight male experts at Volvo Car Corporation, Luleå Technological 
University and Chalmers participated in the study. The reason for having so many 
experts was that they were experts in highly automated systems of cars, but in 
different areas which may cause disparate answers. The areas of expertise were design 
of Active Safety systems, design of Driver Information Systems and HMI design. 

2.2   Material 

The experts were sent an e-mail with a scenario before the interview (See italic 
below). The experts were also provided a list of potential problems by automating 
information flow. The problems described were over-trust, under-trust, skill-
degeneration and workload when automation fails.  

Scenario: "It is morning and you have just left the bed. You go down to the kitchen 
and take a quick look at the computer. There are no queues yet but the road condition 
seems to be slightly slippery. The car is filled up with fuel and doesn't need a service 
for a while but perhaps it is better to leave earlier due to the road condition. It may 
take a few extra minutes to get to work. You spread the table and start to browse 
through the paper. You like to take it easy in the morning. You clear the table and go 
to the car. Where there used to be a speedometer and tachometer there is a screen 
with information about the car’s status, about the same information as on the 
computer but in more detail. In addition you get feedback about how fuel efficient you 
drove last time and you are reminded to change gear earlier. You start the engine. 
The screen now shows a 360 degrees view around the car to make sure that there are 
no obstacles around the car. You reverse the car and enter the road. Now, the 
speedometer, a map over the area and where the roads are heading in the next 
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crossing are shown. When you approach the crossing more details are shown and the 
speedometer shrinks. There is also advice that you should mind meeting traffic when 
turning left since many accidents have happened…." 

2.3   Procedure 

The Delphi [6] procedure was used. Anonymity of groups and interaction with 
controlled feedback reduces bias and also makes measurable feedback available. 

The Delphi method first elicits judgments from experts individually; the expert 
then gets the judgment from the previous experts and could then re-evaluate his/her 
own judgment. The method was modified in the way that instead of having individual 
feedback sessions after all being interviewed, all experts were called to a focus group 
meeting. 

3   Result 

Table 2 is a summary of the results from the interviews. The comments are listed in 
order of presence (Most commonly mentioned first). 

Table 2. Summary of interview results 

1. How do you define a "Team player"? 
Team players achieve an improved result by working together rather than individually and have a 

holistic view. The team work is built on knowledge of the others and own performance limits and trusts 
in that each are doing their best. The team players find a pleasure in working together. 

2 A. Share common goals,  
Most of the experts mentioned a combination of different ways of sharing a common goal. 

• The driver could enter a goal mode for the trip: E.g. Environmental friendly, safe, sporty or 
efficient. 

• The system should understand the goal for the trip and adjust the information thereafter. This 
could be done by comparing present state with a database. E.g. Time, location but also 
dynamic information such as driving behavior or looking at the response of information (e.g. 
discard).  

o "A real team player knows what I want".  
o It should be set at the car dealer depending on personality.  

• The information should be good as it is (One mentioned 95%) but could be adjusted in a 
menu or similar. 

• It is not a team work if the driver is the only one in charge. 
• Another mentioned that some things could be predetermined e.g. that the driver doesn't want 

to crash. 
2 B. Show intention, Future oriented 

• Some suggested that next upcoming mode should be visible.  
• The experts accepted different levels of intrusiveness: By looking at it rather than 

highlighted for attention / It should be possible to accept a new mode before it is shown / It 
should be possible to reject a change in mode / The change should be continuous rather than 
in steps.  

• Others suggest that showing attention is not needed at all.  
• The information system could show intention if the driver wants this (By a menu or similar). 
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Table 2. (continued) 

2 C. Show reasoning 
• The parameters behind the logics could be shown / If the algorithm is complex it should not 

be shown (1), This type of info is better before and after driving / Don’t believe in briefing. 
• Some suggest that the reasoning could be shown if the driver wants to (e.g. settings). 
• Reasoning should not be shown at all due to information overload.  
• "A really good team player does not need to show intention or reasoning".  
• "How do you learn to become a team player if no one shows intention or reasoning?". 

2 D. Understand reasoning 
• Driver behavior (e.g. input from: Radars, cameras, accelerator, brake, steering, time, GPS, 

map data). 
• The system needs training to understand the driver (Statistics could be developed for e.g. 

Most likely path, Time, etc.) 
• Some conclusions could be drawn from how the driver response to information e.g. if the 

driver discards information many times it may not be wanted. 
• In early stages in product development it can be investigated to what extent a function is 

requested or not in a certain situation.  If there is a low consensus for a function in a situation 
it should maybe not be automated. (1) 

2 E. Share representation of the problem state,  
• Fear too much dialogue. 
• Many suggest a dialogue with the agent that shows how the different goals affect each other: 

The driver could prioritize different goals / Show how the different goals affect each other:  
e.g. 100% safety gives 10 % sportiness / The impact on different goals are shown: E.g. ACC 
distance too close => impact on safety / By analyzing driver behavior ("You seem to have 
this prioritization"). 

• Feedback: Some kind of feedback from the agent about how driver performs according to 
goals could be shown. 

2 F. Directable, Negotiable levels of authority 
• Levels of automation:  The level of automation should be adjustable / Most should be good 

from start but possible to fine tune. 
• Levels of help: It is suggested that also the level of help can be changed: In two levels much 

- little / Distribute information differently over time: First, little information to get to know 
the system and then more info such as tips and tricks and finally when you know the system, 
less information again. 

• By behavior: If you say NO to some information several time it does not suggest this any 
longer. 

2 G. Negotiable 
• The algorithm should be shown for how the agent is reasoning (E.g. how the different goals 

depend on each other. 
• React on input: If the driver inputs travel time to E.g. Stockholm to 4 h. The agent tells the 

driver that this affects safety, green driving etc.... 
• This is not a good idea. 
• It should be a part of the planning. 

2 H. Being observable,  
 
2 I-J. Being gentle, Not overloading, Not clumsy,  

• HMI design:  Minimalistic / Very integrated functionality / Should not call for attention / 
Gradually rather than discrete changing information / Reduce number of times information 
is shown / Settings of how much information: Little - Much. 

• Give feed forward information to prepare the driver. 
• Don't believe in pre and post trip info. 
• Give the correct information at right time. 
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Table 2. (continued) 

2 K. What is it doing 
• Show which mode it is in and what it is doing (e.g. thinking). The reason for this may be to 

show that it is consistent. 
• HMI Design: Change information without calling for attention, be subtle, like the body 

language. 
2 L. Negotiate 

• It should be possible to change level of automation during driving but also change mode 
manually. 

• Some said that it should not be done while driving. 
• It could be somewhat adaptive. E.g. Change ACC time gap depending on driving style 

without ACC. 
• It should be possible to reject a change of mode as a way to negotiate. 

2 M. Show its limits of performance,  
• Show Performance limits: Show signal strength from sensors with a graph bar / Inform 

discrete levels, Show active or in-active / Inform when passing the limits / Show trend. 
• This is not important since this is not directly driving related. 
• Show this information may be bad from a competition point of view. 
• The system should have limits but it should be possible to override. 
• Separate view to see the limits of performance. 

2 O. Explain why action, 
• Not important. 
• This is mainly for urgent warnings. 
• Location of this information: Could be located at the same place as intention / It could if 

people are interested also be shown as briefing or a log afterwards. 
2 P. Feedback,  

• A time line that shows what has happened. 
• Post accident for urgent warnings. 
• History over ordinary happenings after driving (Briefing). 

2 Q. Change behavior  after negotiation 
• The system could change behavior in three different ways: By looking at the response of the 

information / Post trip evaluation / After some time a question could be shown: The learning 
period is ended. Do you still want this or that information? 

2 R. Give humans feedback. 
• Give feedback to the driver depending on goals the agents agreed about. 
• Feedback should be: With a positive spirit, moderate and sophisticated. 
• Feedback as a coach or a game. 

3. Biggest challenge 
• To keep the communication on the correct level. 
• To match the mental models of the drivers. 
• To create robust solution acceptable and enjoyed by most. 
• To understand drivers intention. 

4   Discussion 

4.1   General 

It was obvious that the idea of making the automation in a car become a team player 
was new for the experts. However, they found it challenging, interesting, and agreed 
on that the idea that making the automation become a team player could reduce some 
of the problems with automation. They also came up with several ideas of how to 
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improve today's systems - not only about automating information flow but also about 
their own area of responsibility within the car, such as navigation, active safety and 
other support systems.  

The answers were divergent and showed proof that the idea of making automation 
a team player is immature, at least among the experts within the car industry (and 
specifically, at Volvo Cars.)  

4.2   Specific Comments on the Questions 

The experts defined a "team player" as someone who achieves an improved result by 
working together rather than individually and has a holistic view. Team work is built 
on knowledge of the others and their own performance limits and trust in that each 
player is doing their best.  

The team players find a pleasure in working together. 
When discussing how to share a common goal it seems that two extremes are 

represented: the driver decides all by himself what the goal is by setting a mode (goal) 
for the trip, or the other extreme where the designer or car dealer decides what is 
important. In the continuum between some of the experts stated that: "It is not team 
work if the driver is the only one in charge", or that the car looks at the driver 
behavior to adjust the goal. 

The most commonly mentioned way of showing intention is to show the next 
presentation mode that the car plans to enter. It should be presented in a way so that the 
change does not call for attention. Some suggested that it should be possible to choose 
if they wanted to see intention or not in a menu. Some also discussed how to reject 
changes but this might be more correctly located under "Directable" (See table 2). It 
could also here be stated that the answers are disparate. 

Some of the experts don't want to show reasoning at all, mainly because they 
couldn't find a way to solve this without risk of overload and/or because they couldn't 
understand why it was important. Others found it more important and suggested a 
separate view for reasoning showing the algorithms behind the logic in a pedagogic 
way.  

Perhaps the most interesting ideas were made under question 2 C. Some of the 
experts stated that what the researchers described were not "team players", rather, 
they were "not yet team players". One expert claimed that "a really good team player 
does not need to show intention or reasoning" or "A real team player knows what I 
want". This was commented by another expert that said "But, how do you learn to 
become a team player if no one shows intention or reasoning"? This is probably the 
key to the whole issue about making the automation in a car become a team player. In 
a car, while driving, the visual demands are high and it is therefore not recommended 
to show too much information. On the other hand, if the system doesn't show 
intention, reasoning or is directable etc., it is likely to get automation induced errors.  

As in the previous point where the agent showed the driver how it is reasoning, the 
driver should show how s/he is reasoning. As in the other points the answers were 
rather differentiated. Perhaps a good compromise would be to first use user clinics etc 
to get a good picture about how people think and then fine tune dynamically by 
looking at behavior and build a database with historical data to be used to predict 
driver behavior. 
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When discussing how to share representation of the problem state some of the 
experts fear too much dialogue. On the other hand some came up with ideas about 
how to solve the issue. The main idea was to show how the different goals affect each 
other (e.g. a view shows that if the driver prioritises sportiness this will affect fuel 
consumption or safety). It could also be integrated within the different systems (e.g. if 
you choose this route the sportiness or safety will be two out of ten. 

When discussing directability and negotiable levels of authority the experts 
suggested that it should be possible to choose level of automation and level of help. 
This may be done in a menu or by adapting to how people respond to information 
(e.g. if the driver says NO to some information several times the system does not 
propose this information any longer). 

Being gentle, not overloading and not clumsy was discussed mainly in general 
terms. To summarize, it was mainly about being minimalistic, moderate and careful in 
the HMI design. However, it was also suggested that feed-forward information could 
help the driver to reduce workload in critical situations.  

The main idea of showing what the system is doing was to change the information 
without demanding attention. The driver should see the changes only if s/he looks. 
This could be done by changing information more gradually rather than all at once. 

As in several other points the extremes are represented among the answers when 
discussing if and how to show limits of performance. Some want to show signal 
strength from sensors and others don't want the information at all. However, also as in 
other points, it was suggested that showing signal strength could be shown in a 
separate view possible to look at on request.   

It was agreed that an explanation of why an action occurred is mainly important for 
urgent warnings where intention or reasoning is impossible to show due to time 
constraints.  

One interesting suggestion was to give feedback to the driver depending on goals 
the agents agreed about. The main thought were that feedback should be: With a 
positive spirit, moderate and sophisticated, and that feedback preferably is designed as 
a coach or a game. 

On the question about the biggest challenges, the top one was: To match the mental 
models of the drivers, to keep the communication on the correct level, to create robust 
solutions acceptable and enjoyed by most and to understand driver's intention. 

4.3   Conclusion 

Applying the team player approach to car automation seems to be difficult. The main 
problems are that showing intention, limits of performance, negotiation with or direct 
automation according to the experts, requires visual attention - visual attention that is 
also important for the driving task. It is worth mentioning that there were very few 
experts suggesting other modalities than visual in communicating with the agent. 

The experts believed that the approach described by the researchers rather 
described agents before they become team players than being team players. Real team 
players do not need to show intention, reasoning etc. The main issue is therefore the 
journey to become team players. This procedure could perhaps be called "Team 
building". On the other hand, car manufacturers would prefer automation that do not 
need specific driver training. It is unlikely that considerable progress could be made 
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in car-driving support if one simply relies on learning by doing [4]. From what has 
been said in the interviews it seems that a compromise with a separate view for goals, 
intention, reasoning, limits of performance, negotiations etc. is the most suitable 
solution. 

Future research could investigate other modalities of interaction than visual / 
manual. It would also be interesting to empirically study if a team player approach 
applied on car design could reduce automation induced errors.  
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